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DIRECTED GRAPHS AND TRAVELING WAVES

BY

Abstract. The existence of traveling wave solutions for equations of the form

u, = t/vv + F'(u) is considered. All that is assumed about F is that it is sufficiently

smooth, lim^i^^ F(u) = -oo, F has only a finite number of critical points, each of

which is nondegenerate, and if A and B are distinct critical points of F, then

F (A) * F(B). The results demonstrate that, for a given function F, there may exist

zero, exactly one, a finite number, or an infinite number of waves which connect two

fixed, stable rest points. The main technique is to identify the phase planes, which

arise naturally from the problem, with an array of integers. While the phase planes

may be very complicated, the arrays of integers are always quite simple to analyze.

Using the arrays of integers one is able to construct a directed graph; each path in

the directed graph indicates a possible ordering, starting with the fastest, of which

waves must exist. For a large class of functions F one is then able to use the directed

graphs in order to determine how many waves connect two stable rest points.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with proving the existence of traveling

wave solutions of the equation

(1.1) u,= uxx+f(u).

This equation arises in various branches of mathematical biology including popula-

tion genetics, ecology and nerve conduction (see [1]). For most of the paper it will be

more convenient to assume that/(w) = F'(u). All that we assume about Fis that:

(a) F^C2(R),

(b) lim|MHooF(M) =-oo,

(1-2)     (c)     F has only a finite number of critical points,

(d) every critical point of F is nondegenerate, and

(e) if A and B are distinct critical points of F, then F( A) + F(B).

By a traveling wave solution of (1.1) we mean a nonconstant, bounded solution of

the form u(x, t) = U(z), z = x + Ot. These correspond to solutions which travel
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810 DAVID TERMAN

with constant shape and velocity, the velocity being 6. If U(z) is a traveling wave

solution of (1.1), then U satisfies the first order system of ordinary differential

equations

(1.3) U' = V,        V = 6V - F'(U).

For boundary conditions we assume that

(1.4) lim  (U, V) = (A,0)    and       lim   (U,V) = (B,0),
z—»-00 Z—»+0O

where A and B are values where F assumes a local maximum. We are interested in

these boundary conditions because the values where F assumes a local maximum

correspond to the stable rest points of the partial differential equation (1.1). The

traveling waves which connect stable rest points are, therefore, the ones of more

physical interest. It now becomes convenient to make the following definition.

Definition. If (U,V) is a solution of (1.3) and (1.4), then U is an A -» B

connection.

We assume throughout this paper that the speed 6 is positive. This simply means

that we consider only waves which move to the left. Note that if U(x, t) is a

traveling wave solution moving to the left with speed 6, then U(-x, t) is a traveling

wave solution moving to the right with speed -6.

The assumption 6 > 0 implies that if U is an A -* B connection, then F(A) <

F(B). To see why this is true consider the function

(1.5) H(U,V)= V2/2 + F(U).

Using (1.3) one finds that

(1.6) dH(U,V)/dz = ev2.

Hence, 6 > 0 implies that H is increasing on solutions of (1.3). When z = -co,

H(U, V) = F(A), while, when z = + oo, H(U, V) = F(B). Hence, F(A) < F(B).

The case when F(U) has exactly two local maxima has been considered by a

number of authors (see [1] for references). In this case F'(U) has the familiar cubic

shape. Some work on the multistable case has been done by Fife and McLeod [2].

Fife and McLeod also considered the stability of traveling wave solutions. They

showed that the monotone waves which connect stable rest points are stable. Hagan

[3] also considered the question of stability. He proved that the nonmonotone waves

which connect stable rest points are unstable.

tFOJ) r\
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Figure 1. Notice that the local maxima of F are ordered according to the height determined by F.
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The (U, V) phase plane is the natural place to study the solutions of system (1.3).

In the phase plane, the local maxima of F correspond to saddles, while traveling

wave solutions correspond to trajectories which "connect" the saddles. One can only

expect saddle-saddle connections to exist for special values of the speed 0. One of

the difficulties in proving the existence of traveling wave solutions is that one does

not know, a priori, what the speeds of the waves are.

The problem with phase plane analysis is that the phase planes become much too

complicated for a general function F. To illustrate the approach we take, let F be as

shown in Figure 1. We suppose that there are four values of U, say A, B, C and D,

where F assumes a local maximum. Assume that ,4 < B < C < D and F(D)> F(A)

> F(C)> F(B). Notice that in Figure 1, we ordered the critical points according to

the height determined by F. That is, we assign to the critical points A, B, C and D,

the integers 3, 1, 2 and 4, respectively. Unless stated otherwise we always order the

local maxima of F in this manner. Our description of how many traveling waves

exist shall be in terms of this ordering. Two functions which satisfy the conditions

(1.2) are said to be in the same equivalence class if they have the same ordering of

their local maxima. Hence, given a positive integer n, each permutation of the set

(1,2,...,«} determines a unique equivalence class of functions.

The first step in analyzing the problem is to consider the phase plane when 6 is

very large, say 0 = 60. If 0O is sufficiently large, then the phase plane looks,

qualitatively, like what is illustrated in Figure 2(A). As 6 approaches + oo the

unstable trajectories (those trajectories which approach a saddle in backwards time)

become increasingly vertical, while the stable trajectories (those trajectories which

approach a saddle in forwards time) become increasingly horizontal. These state-

ments shall be made more precise in a later section. In Figure 2(B) we show the

phase plane for 6 = 0.

The next step is to start decreasing 6 from 60. As 0 decreases, the phase plane

changes in a continuous manner, at least until the first saddle-saddle connection is

reached. Because we are starting from 0 very large, the first saddle-saddle connection

corresponds to the fastest traveling wave. There are different possibilities for what

the fastest wave may be, depending upon the specific nature of the function F.

However, by comparing the phase plane for 6 = 60 with that for 6 = 0 one is able to

determine all the possibilities for the fastest wave. For a function in the equivalence

class shown in Figure 1, these possibilities are the 1 -* 3,  1 -» 2 and 2 -» 4

Figure 2. Phase planes for system (1.2), where F is as shown in Figure 1. In (A), the speed 6 is very large

and, in (B), 0 = 0.
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connections. Of course, which one of these waves is the fastest wave depends on the

specific function F.

After the fastest connection has taken place, the qualitative features of the phase

plane changes. This is shown in Figure 3. We now decrease 8 further and determine,

by comparing the new phase planes with the phase plane at 6 = 0, all the possibili-

ties for the second fastest wave. For example, if the fastest wave corresponds to a

1 -» 3 connection, then the possibilities for the second fastest wave correspond to

2 -* 3, 1 -* 2 and 2 -» 4 connections. A similar statement can be made if the fastest

wave corresponds to either al -»2 or 2 -> 4 connection.

Continuing in this manner we construct a directed graph as shown in Figure 3.

This graph describes all the possible orderings, starting with the fastest, of which

connections can take place. Each particular function F determines a path in the

directed graph; the path indicates the fastest wave, second fastest wave, etc. Our

immediate goal is to be able to construct and understand this directed graph.

One approach to constructing the directed graph would be to draw a lot of phase

planes. This would be very tedious, if not impossible, because the phase planes

become very complicated. Our approach is to assign to each phase plane an array of

integers; the idea being that while the phase planes may be very complicated the

arrays of integers will be quite simple. The arrays of integers will contain all the

information needed about each phase plane in order to construct the directed

graphs. Note that in order to construct a directed graph we must be able to do two

things. First of all, given a particular phase plane, we must be able to determine all

of the possibilities for the next fastest traveling wave. Hence, we need a scheme

which tells us how to determine these possibilities by just considering the array of

LARGE V t

DECREASE 8

1    -*/

!-»y    1—2     2-»4\        1—3/    2—A I-»3/ \l—4

m /T\ a m /T\ Ä  m
Figure 3. The directed graph for the equivalence class of functions shown in Figure 1.
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integers corresponding to the phase plane. Secondly, the qualitative features of the

phase plane change after a particular connection has taken place. Hence, the array

of integers might also change after a connection. Therefore, we need an algorithm

which describes how to change the array of integers after a connection has occurred.

In the next section we show how to:

assign an array of integers to each phase plane

determine what the possibilities are for the next fastest wave

by just considering the array of integers, and

change the array of integers after a connection has taken place.

These operations are described in a series of propositions. Preliminary results needed

for the proofs of the propositions are given in §3. The actual proofs are given in §4.

In §5 we shall see that the directed graphs may be very complicated. A technique is

developed to simplify the graphs so that the task of determining how many waves

exist becomes much easier. Finally, in §6 we demonstrate how the directed graphs

are used to determine the number of connections between two fixed critical points.

We state explicitly for which functions F the directed graphs may be used to

determine whether zero, exactly one, a finite number, or an infinite number of

connections exist between two critical points.

Before proceeding we introduce some notation. By a critical point we shall always

mean a value of U at which F assumes a local maximum. The letters A, B, C, D and

E will always be critical points. We let A = (A,0). This denotes the saddle in the

phase plane corresponding to the critical point A. Recall that the critical points of F

are ordered according to the height determined by F. Hence, to each critical point

there corresponds an integer. We denote the integer corresponding to A by A*.

To each saddle A, and 0 ^ 0 there corresponds two unstable trajectories. We

denote these trajectories by ANE(z, 0) and Asw(z, 8). To emphasize the U and V

coordinates of these trajectories we let

ANE(z,8) = (AxNE(z,0), A2NE(z,d))

and

Asw(z,e) = (Axsw(^o),A2sw(z,e)).

ANE(z,6) has the property that limz^_xANE(z,0) = A and, for z sufficiently

negative, AxNE(z, 0) > A and A2NE(z, 0) > 0. Asiv(z, 0) has the property that

lim.__00Asty(z, 0) = A and, for z sufficiently negative, Axsw(z,0) < A and

A2sw(z,0)<O.

We denote the stable trajectories of A by ANW(z, 0) and Asw(z, 0). These have

the property that

lim   ANIV(z,0) = A =   lim   Asw(z,0)
r—» + 00 z—» + 00

and, for z sufficiently large, AxNW(z, 0) < A, A2NW(z, 0) > 0, AxSE(z, 0) > A and

A2SE(z,0)<O.

(1.7)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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2. Rules for constructing the directed graphs. The simplest way to illustrate how to

perform the operations described in (1.7) is with a specific example. Suppose that F

is in the equivalence class of functions illustrated in Figure 1, and when 0 = 0O the

phase plane is as shown in Figure 4. Only the unstable trajectories are shown in

Figure 4 because, in order to perform the operations described in (1.7), that is all we

need to know. As usual we have ordered the saddles according to the height

determined by F.

We now describe how to construct the array of integers corresponding to the

phase plane shown in Figure 4. The first step is to draw a big rectangle 8? around all

of the rest points. In the next section we show that 8? can be chosen so that all of the

connections, for all values of 0, lie inside of it. It is also shown in the next section

that 3i can be chosen so that the unstable trajectories can only leave £% through either

its top or bottom sides. The next step in assigning an array of integers to the phase

plane is to locate those points on the top and bottom sides of 8t which lie on one of

the unstable trajectories. It is possible that one of the unstable trajectories crosses

the boundary of 8t more than once. We only consider those points on the boundary

of 8$ which correspond to the first time that an unstable trajectory leaves Si. To each

one of these points there corresponds an integer; the integer corresponds to the

saddle on whose unstable trajectory the point lies. We now have two lists of integers.

One is associated with the top side of 3i, and the other to the bottom side. For the

example shown in Figure 4 the two lists are {3,1,4} and {3,2,2,1,4}. Combining

these two lists we obtain

(2.1) ~^~V     ' 32214'

This is the desired array of integers!

The following two propositions demonstrate how one determines, from the array

of integers, the possibilities for the next fastest traveling wave solution, and how this

information is used to conclude the existence of traveling wave solutions. Proposi-

tion 2.1 states that each possibility for the next fastest wave must occur, although

not necessarily as the next wave. This result restricts the possible paths that can be

taken for a given F(U).

Figure 4. The array of numbers associated with this phase plane is
314

32214'
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Proposition 2.1. Suppose that the array corresponding to a given phase plane,

which occurs with speed 0O, is

(2.2) T[Tl '" Tm
^     ' BXB2 ■■■ B„

If, for some k, Tk < Tk+X, then there exists a Tk -» Tk + X connection for some 0 < 0O.

If.for some k, Bk > Bk + X, then there exists a Bk + X —» B k connection for some 0 < 80.

Proposition 2.2. The connections described in Proposition 1.1 are all of the

possibilities for the next fastest wave. That is, suppose that there exists an A —> B

connection with speed 0X such that 0X < 0O, and there do not exist any connections with

speed 0 G (0X, 0O). Then there exists an integer k such that either A* = Tk and

B* = Tk + x.orA* = Bk + xandB* = Bk.

Let us apply these two propositions to the phase plane shown in Figure 4.

Considering the array (2.1) we find that the possibilities for the next fastest wave

correspond to 1 -» 4, 2 -» 3 and 1 -* 2 connections. Note that a 1 —> 3 connection

may or may not exist for some 0 G (0, 0O), but it cannot correspond to the next

fastest wave. Furthermore, 1 -> 4, 2 —> 3 and 1 -* 2 connections must all exist for

some speeds less than 0O.

We now need an algorithm which tells us how the array changes after a

connection has taken place. This algorithm is described in the next proposition. For

this proposition we assume that the array is known for some value of the speed, say

0 = 80. We also assume that there exists 0X < 0O such that no connections exist with

speed 0 g (0x,do), and an A —> B connection exists with speed 0X. For now, we

assume that there is only one connection with speed 0X. After the proof of

Proposition 2.3 in subsection 4(B) we discuss what happens if there exists more than

one wave with the same speed. Note that there must be two B 's in the array since to

each saddle there corresponds two unstable directions. Of course, there are two A's

also, but the 'other A' will play no role. In the proposition we consider two cases

depending on whether the 'other 5' is on the top or the bottom of the array.

Proposition 2.3. // the other B is on the top, then after the A —> B connection

everything in the array remains exactly the same except that the A is moved to the

immediate right of the other B. If the other B is on the bottom, then after the A -> B

connection everything in the array remains exactly the same except that the A is moved

to the immediate left of the other B.

Here are two examples of what may happen:
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Applying this proposition to the phase plane shown in Figure 4 we obtain the

following portion of the graph:

314

32214

1 - 4 / J2 -> 3       \ 1 -> 2

34 3214 314

322114 3214 31224

This completes our description of how to perform the three operations described

in (1.7). However, it remains to demonstrate how one begins the directed graph.

That is, the directed graph is generated by a particular array. This array corresponds

to the phase plane when the speed 0 is very large. To determine this array we use the

fact, which will be proved in the next section, that when 0 is very large, the unstable

trajectories are nearly vertical. Hence, if the ordering of the saddles is Ax, A2,...,An,

then the generator of the graph is the array

AXA2 ••• An

AXA2---An-

For example, if F is in the equivalence class of functions shown if Figure 1, then the

graph starts with the array

3124

3124'

Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are proved in §4. We now demonstrate, with a

specific example, how the propositions are used to construct an entire directed

graph, and how the graph is used to prove the existence of traveling wave solutions.

Consider a function F which is in the equivalence class of functions shown in

Figure 5.

Using the directed graph we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. (a) There exists a unique 2 -> 3 connection.

(b) There exists a finite number ofl->3 connections.

(c) There exists an infinite number of 1 -» 2 connections.

By a finite (infinite) number of A -» B connections we mean that there exists a

finite (infinite) number of speeds 0 for which there exists a solution of (1.3) and

(1.4). In Proposition 2.4, it is shown that if there exists an infinite number of

connections, then the speeds of these waves must satisfy lim^.,^ 0k = 0.

We assume throughout that Theorem 2.1(a) is true. The existence of a 2 -* 3

connection can be proved using a simple shooting argument, comparing the phase

A      F(U)

Figure 5. For the equivalence class of functions shown here there exists an infinite number of 1 -» 2

connections, a finite number of 1 -» 3 connections, and precisely one 2 -» 3 connection.
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plane  for 0 very large with the phase plane when 0 = 0.  The existence and

uniqueness of a 2 -» 3 connection also follows from our later results.

To prove Theorem 2.1(b) and (c) we consider the graph corresponding to the

equivalence class of functions shown in Figure 5. Note that the graph is generated by

the array

213

213'

The rest of the directed graph is constructed using Propositions 2.1-2.3. It is shown

in Figure 6.

Note that the function F determines a path in the directed graph shown in Figure

6. What we know about the path so far is that it must start at the node

213

213'

obey the arrows, and eventually cross an edge which corresponds to a 2 -> 3

connection. Note that there is only one edge which corresponds to a 2 -> 3

connection in the entire directed graph. Hence, the path corresponding to F must

eventually be at the array

3

21123 '

Once the path reaches this array, its only choice is to go around the loop in Figure 6

corresponding to a 1 -> 2 connection. According to Proposition 2.1 the path can

never stop. It is forced to go around the 1 -» 2 loop an infinite number of times.

This implies that there must exist an infinite number of 1 -> 2 connections. We shall

see later that the number of 1 -» 2 connections is countably infinite. If the speeds of

these waves are {0k}, then lhn^^f^ = 0. In fact, we shall prove the following

proposition.

Proposition 2.4. For any F which satisfies (1.2) and any 60 > 0, there can exist at

most a finite number of connections with speeds greater than 0O.

This last statement is used to prove Theorem 2.1(b). The 2 -> 3 connection must

occur with some finite speed, say 0X. There certainly are not any 1 -» 3 connections

213

,   o  /- 2I3

2113 ■     z     _23_

23 2113

3
21123

O
Figure 6. The directed graph associated with the equivalence class of functions shown in Figure 6.
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with speeds less than 0X because then we are caught in the 1 -> 2 loop. Since there

are only a finite number of waves with speeds greater than 8X, there can exist at most

a finite number of 1 -» 3 connections.

3. Preliminary results.

(A) Phase plane for 0 = 0. Recall from (1.5) and (1.6) that the function H(U, V) =

V2/2 + F(U) is constant on solutions when 0 = 0. Therefore, if, on a particular

trajectory, H(U,V) = K, then the curve in the phase plane traced out by the

trajectory is explicitly given by the formula

(3A.1) V = ±{2(K- F(U))}1/2.

Suppose that the critical points A and B satisfy A < B and F(A) < F(B). It then

follows that ANE(z,0) = ASE(z,0). In fact, (3A.1) shows that the top half of the

trajectory is given by V = + (2(F(A) — F(t/))}!/2, while the bottom half is given by

V = ~{2(F(A) - F(U))}1/2. Since ANE(z,0) approaches A in both forwards and

backwards time, we say that ANE(z,0) is a homoclinic orbit. A similar analysis

shows that if A > B and F(A) < F(B), thenASiV(z,0) = ANW(z,0).

Let us return to the case when A < B and F(A) < F(B). Let

ß = inf{U: U> A and F(U) = F(A)}.

Clearly ß < B. Note that ANE(z,0) intersects the (/-axis at U = ß. Furthermore,

A < ANE(z,0) < ß for each z g R. This result follows from (3A.1).

Now suppose that there does not exist a critical point C such that A < C < B and

F(C)> F( B). We show that the homoclinic orbit ANE(z, 0) "lies between" BNw(z, 0)

and Bsw(z,0). That is, given a g (A, ß), there exists four uniquely determined

constants, Vx, V2, V3 and V4, such that Vx < V2 < 0 < V3 < V4, (a, Vf) lies on

BSiV(z,0), (a, Vf) lies on ASE(z,0), (a, V3) lies on ANE(z,0), and (a, V4) lies on

BNIV(z,0). This result is proved by contradiction. Suppose, for example, there

existed constants a, V3 and V4 such that A < a < ß, 0 < V4 < V3, (a, V3) lies on

ANE(z,0), and (a, V4) lies on BNW(z,0). Since H(U, V) is constant on solutions, it

follows that

F(A) = V2/2 + F(a)    and    F(B) = V2/2 + F(a).

This contradicts the assumption that F(A) < F(B) and V3> V4. One must, of

course, show that BNW(z,0) and Bsw(z,0) both cross each line U = a, A < a < ß,

at a unique point. This follows from the explicit expression for the trajectories given

by (3A.1) and the assumption that there does not exist a critical point C such that

A < C < B and F(C) > F(B).

Finally, let D be the region enclosed by the homoclinic orbit ANE(z,0). In D,

H(U, V) < F(A). It therefore follows from (1.5) that, for each 0 > 0, ANE(z, 0) lies

outside D, while Asw(z, 0) lies inside D.

(B) Phase plane for 0 very large. Let A be any local maximum of F. We show that

as 0 becomes very large the unstable trajectories ANE(z, 8) and Asw(z, 6) become

increasingly vertical. More precisely, given e > 0, there exists a constant 8(e) such
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that if 0 > 0(e), then ANE(z, 0) lies entirely inside the region S+= {(U, V): A < U

< eV + A}, and Asw(z, 0) lies entirely inside the region S~ = {({/, V): eV + A < U

<A).

The first step is to linearize the system (1.3) about the saddle A = (^4,0). If

F"( A ) = -a, where a > 0, then the eigenvalues at A are

A±(0) = (0±]/02 + 4a)/2.

An eigenvector corresponding to X+(0) is (1, X+(8)). Therefore, ANE(z,6) and

Asw(z,8) both approach A, in negative time, tangent to the line through (^4,0) with

slope X+(6). Since lim^ + 00 X+(8) = + oo, the claim is true near A. To complete the

proof we note that both S+ and S~ are positively invariant for 8 sufficiently large.

That is, every trajectory which lies inside S+ or S' for some time z0 must remain

inside S+ or S~, respectively, for z > z0. This is proved by considering (1.3) and

showing that at each point on the boundary of S+ or S~, the vector field determined

by the right-hand side of (1.3) points into S+ or S~.

A similar argument shows that as 8 becomes very large, the stable trajectories

ANW(z,0) and ASE(z,0) become increasingly horizontal. One shows that, given

e > 0, there exists a constant 8(e) such that if 6 > 8(e), then ANW(z, 0) lies entirely

inside the region J + = {(£/, V): 0 < V < -e(U - A)}, while ASE(z, 8) lies entirely

inside the region /"= {(U, V): -e(U - A) < V < 0}. As before, one proves this is

true near A by linearizing the system (1.3) at A. One then shows that J+ and J~ are

negatively invariant.

(C) The rectangle Si. Given F, we show how to construct the rectangle Si so that the

unstable trajectories can only leave Si through its top or bottom sides. Furthermore,

except for the connections, each unstable trajectory must leave Si.

Let C be the critical point at which F assumes its absolute maximum. Let D and E

be the critical points which satisfy D < A < E for all other critical points A. Set

D(z) = Dsw(z,0) and E(z) = ENE(z,0). In order to distinguish the U and V

coordinates of these trajectories we suppose that D(z) = (Dx(z), D2(z)) and E(z) =

(Ex(z), E2(z)). Note that

DNW(z,0)=(Dx(z),-D2(z))    and   ESE(z,0) = (Ex(z),-E2(z)).

Furthermore, for all z, D[(z) < 0, D'2(z) < 0, E[(z) > 0, E'2(z) > 0,

lim Dx(z) =  lim D2(z) = -oo    and     lim Ex(z) =  lim E2(z) = oo.
z—»oo r—»oo 2—»oo z—»oo

These facts are simple consequences of our assumptions and the form of system

(1.3).
Choose Vx so that Vx > 0 and H(VX, U) > F(C) for all U g (D, E). Let Rx be

equal to the value of Ex(z) at the point where E2(z) = Vx, and let R2 be equal to the

value of Dx(z) at the point where D2(z) = -Vx. Let ^be the rectangle with corners

at the points (Rx, Vf), (Rx, -Vx), (R2, Vx) and (R2,-Vf).

We now show that all of the unstable trajectories arising from the saddles can only

leave Si through its top or bottom sides. Note that on the trajectory ENE(z, 8),

U'(z)> 0 and V'(z) > 0. This is true for all 8^0. Furthermore, since H(U,V) <

F(E) in the region l(U, V): -E2(z) < V < E2(z), U > E}, (1.6) implies that, for
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each 8, ENE(z, 8) leaves^on its top side. A similar analysis shows that, for each 8,

Dsiv(z, 0) leaves St on its bottom side after traveling in a monotone decreasing

fashion. Now, fix 0 and let T(z) be one of the unstable trajectories with correspond-

ing speed 0. Note that ENE(z, 0) prevents T(z) from leaving the right side of Si with

V > 0. Similarly, Dsw(z, 8) prevents T(z) from leaving the left side of Si with

V < 0. On the other hand, T(z) cannot exit the right side of Si with V < 0 or the left

side of Si with V > 0, because, on those portions of the boundary, the vector field

defined by the right-hand side of (1.3) points into Si. Therefore, T(z) can only leave

Si through its top or bottom sides.

We now prove the following. Let T(z) be one of the unstable trajectories which

leaves Si, and let T(z0) = P be the point on the boundary of Si where T(z) first

leaves Si. As usual, we set T(z) = (Tx(z), T2(z)). We show that T2(z) # 0 for all

z > z0. Furthermore, if P is on the top side of Si, then

lim Tx(z) =  lim T2(z) = oo,
Z-»00 Z—* 00

while if P is on the bottom side of Si, then

lim Tx(z) =  lim T2(z) = -oo.
Z—» 00 z—»00

We suppose that P is on the top side of Si since the other case is similar. Let

P - (Pi, P2)-

Suppose that T2(zx) = 0 for z, > z0, and T2(z) > 0 for z g (z0, zf). Since U' = V

we have Tx(zf) > Tx(z0). Let

H(z0) = H(Tx(z0),T2(z0))    and    H(zx) = H(Tx(zx), T2(zx)).

It follows from (1.6) that H(z0) < H(zx). We show that this leads to a contradiction

by considering a few cases. First of all note that it is impossible for Px < D. If this

were true, then, since F'(U) > 0 for U < D, (1.3) implies that Tx(z) -» -oo and

T2(z) -> +00 asz -» -oo. This contradicts the assumption that T(z) is one of the

unstable trajectories.

Now suppose that D < Px < E. From the way we chose Vx it follows that

H(z0) = V2/2 + F(PX) > F(C). On the other hand, H(zf) = F(Tx(zf)). Since F(C)

> F(U) for all U, we have a contradiction.

Finally, suppose that P, > E. Then, since F'(U) < 0 for U > E and Tx(zf) >

Tx(z0), it follows that F(Tx(zx)) < F(Tx(z0)). Hence, H(z0) = V2/2 + F(Tx(z0)) >

F(Tx(zx)) = H(zx). This, again, is a contradiction.

To conclude our discussion of Si we must show that, for 0 > 0, each unstable

trajectory is either a connection or else leaves Si. This, however, is a consequence of

(1.6).
(D) Simple but important results. The following results are needed a number of

times in the proofs of Propositions 2.1-2.3. We assume throughout thatp and q are

two constants with p < q. For some 0 > 0, let P(z) and Q(z) be the solutions

starting at ( p, 0) and (q, 0), respectively. We assume that

P(z) = (Px(z), P2(z))    and    Q(z)=(Qx(z),Q2(z)).
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We also assume that (p,0) and (q,0) are not rest points, and, without loss of

generality, F(0) = (p,0) and Q(0) = (q,0). Finally, we assume that P(z) and Q(z)

leave Si with /[/-coordinate equal to a and ß, respectively.

Lemma 3D.1. Assume that dP2(0)/dz > 0 and the first place where P(z) leaves Si is

through its top side. Ifq-p is sufficiently small, then the first place where Q(z) leaves

Si is through its top side, and a < ß.

Proof. By making q — p sufficiently small, we may assume that P(z) and Q(z)

are as close as we please to each other as long as they are in Si. Therefore, if q — p is

sufficiently small, then dQ2(z)/dz > 0, and Q(z) leaves Si through its top side. To

complete the proof we follow, in some detail, P(z) and Q(z) around in the phase

plane. In what follows the reader should refer to Figure 7.

Choose { Zj}, / = 0, 1,...,«, such that z0 = 0, Zj < zJ+x for each7, and P2(z) = 0

for z > 0 if and only if z = Zj for some/ Let tj . = Px(Zj). Of course, it is possible

that n = 0. The above assumptions imply that n is an even integer and

n„ < n„-i <        < V2 < lo < 1i < ^3 < • ■ •  < n„-3 < 1„-i-

Here we use the fact that U' = V which implies that the trajectories spiral in a

clockwise direction. If q - p is sufficiently small, then there must exist {£k},

k = 0,1,...,n, such that £0 = 0, |y < £y+1 for such/ and Q2(z) = 0 for z ^ 0 if and

only if z = Zj for some/ Let ¡j = Qx(^j). By choosing q - p small we can make

8uPq«/««Nj — Si\ as small as we please. Furthermore, because p < q and dP2(0)/dz

> 0, it follows that if j is even, then r/7 < £y.. If y is odd, then Tjy > £•. Since n is even,

we have n„ < f„. Hence, from the times P(z) and Q(z) last cross the U-axis until the

times they exit Si, P(z) lies to the left of Q(z). In particular, ex < ß.

There are other cases to consider besides that described in Lemma 3D.1. Here we

just list the results. The proofs of these results are almost identical to the one just

given.

Figure 7. This is the situation described in Lemma 3D.1. The dotted curve is P(z); the solid curve is

<?(;).
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Lemma 3D.2. Assume that dP2(0)/dz < 0 andP(z) leaves Si through its top side. If

q — p is sufficiently small, then Q(z) leaves Si through its top side and a > ß.

Lemma 3D.3. Assume that dP2(0)/dz > 0 and P(z) leaves Si through its bottom

side. If q — p is sufficiently small, then Q(z) leaves Si through its bottom side and

a> ß.

Lemma 3D.4. Assume that dP2(0)/dz < 0 and P(z) leaves Si through its bottom

side. If q — p is sufficiently small, then Q(z) leaves Si through its bottom side and

a < ß.

The following lemmas are proved exactly as Lemma 3D.1. For these lemmas we

assume that p and q are positive constants, and P(z) and Q(z) are the trajectories

through the points (0, p) and (0, q), respectively. We further assume that P(z) and

Q(z) leaved with ¿/-coordinate equal to a and ß, respectively.

Lemma 3D.5. Assume that 0 < p < q and P(z) leaves Si through its top (bottom)

side. Ifq — p is sufficiently small, then Q(z) leaves Si through its top (bottom) side and

a > ß(a < ß).

Lemma 3D.6. Assume that 0 > p > q and P(z) leaves Si through its top (bottom)

side. If \q — p\ is sufficiently small, then Q(z) leaves Si through its top (bottom) side

anda > ß (a < ß).

(E) How the stable and unstable trajectories vary with 0. Assume, for now, that

A(z,0) is equal to either ANE(z, 0) or Asw(z,0), and B(z,0) is equal to either

BSE(z,0) or BNW(z, 0). For some constant ß, let / be the vertical line given by

U = ß. Suppose that ^4(z, 0O) intersects / for z = z0. Let yA(0o) = A2(z0, 0O). We

assume throughout that yA(60) # 0. Then dAx(z0, 80)/dz * 0, and, therefore, A(z, 80)

crosses / transversely. Hence, there exists a constant Ô > 0 such that if \0 — 0O\ < 8,

then y4(z, 0) also crosses / for some z, say z(0). For \0 — 0O\ < 8, let yA(0) =

A2(z(0), 0). There is no problem in choosing yA(8) and z(8) to be continuous.

Lemma 3E.1. Assume that 0 < 6X - 80 < 8. Then either 0 < yA(0o) < yA(0x) or

0 > Y^o) > Y„(*i)-

Proof. We only consider the case A(z, 80) = ANE(z, 80) since the case A(z, 0Q) =

ASiV(z, 0O) is similar. We shall also only treat the case yA(0o) > 0, since the case

yA(80) < 0 is also similar. We first prove the result if \ß — A\ is small. Suppose that

F"(A) = -a. Of course, a > 0. Let

M(8)
0     1
a    8

and    W

If we linearize (1.3) at A we obtain the system W = M(8)W. The eigenvalues of

M(8) are

Xx(8) = (8 + }/82 + 4cx)/2    and   X2(8) = (8 - ]¡82 + 4a)/2.

An eigenvector corresponding to Xx(6) is (1, Xx(0)). Hence, ^4(z, 8) approaches A as

z -» -oo, tangent to a line through A with slope Xx(0). Since X'x(0) > 0 it follows
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that there exists a constant e > 0 such that the following is true. Let p be the ray

{(U, V): U = A + e, V> 0}. Clearly if e is sufficiently small, then A(z,80) and

A(z, 0X) will intersect p. Choose £0 and £x so that Ax(£0, 0O) = Ax(£x, 0X) = A + e,

but Ax(j¡, 0O) < A + e for | < £0 and Ax(£, 0X) < A + e for | < £r Let F0 =

/42(|0, 0n) and Px = .42(£j, ^i)- Then P0 < Px. That is, near A, A(z, 0X) lies above

A(z,0o).

By following the curves A(z, 0O) and yl(z, 8X) around in the phase plane and using

an analysis similar to that given in the preceeding section, we find that the lemma is

true if the curves A(z, 80) and A(z, 8X) never intersect. Suppose that they did, say, at

q = (qx, q2). Choose r/0 and tj1 so that A(r¡0, Of) = A(r¡x, 0X) = q, and A(r\2, Of) +

A(r\3, 00) for any tj2 < r)0 or tj3 < rjj. We assume that q2 > 0. The other cases are

similar. Let

S0 = sup{z < rtQ:A2(z,0o) = 0}    and    Si = sup{z < vx: A2(z, 8X) = 0}.

It may be true that £0 = ^ = -oo. Let C0 = AX(Ç0, 80) and Cx = AX(SX, 0X). Assume

for now that S0 # -oo. (This implies that Sx ** -oo.) Then, it must be true that

Cx < C0. Hence, the curve A(z, Of) for z g (f0, rj0) lies below the curve A(z, Of) for

z g (fj, t)x). Note that the same is true if ¿"0 = $\ = -oo. At q, A(z, 0o) is tangent to

the vector XVo = (q2, 00q2 - F(qx)), while A(z, 0X) is tangent to the vector XV1 =

(92. öi?2 - ^(<7i))- Let W° = (Wx°, W2°) and I^1 = (W¡, W¡). Since ^ = W¡ and

W^0 < IF2 we have the desired contradiction, and the proof of the lemma is

complete.

Now let us consider B(z, Of). Suppose that B(z, 0O) intersects / when z = z0. Let

Yß(fy)) = ^2(zo> ^o)- ^ Yb(A) ^ 0' tnen ^(z' ^o) crosses / tranversely. Hence, there

exists 8 > 0 such that if \0 - 0O\ < 8, then B(z, 0) also crosses / for some z, say z(0).

Let y(0) = B2(z(8), 8). A proof similar to the one given for Lemma 3E.1 proves the

following lemma.

Lemma 3E.2. Assume that 0 < 0X - 0Q < 8. Then either 0 < yB(0x) < yB(00) or

0 > yB(0x) > yB(00).

4. Proof of the propositions. We assume throughout this section that the array at

0 = 80 is given by

T T  ■ ■ ■ T
(41) ^go)-g;B;...¿-

(A) Proof of Proposition 2.2. Assume that there exists an A —> B connection with

speed 0X where 0X < 00, and that there do not exist any connections with speed

0 G (0X, 0o). We wish to prove that there exists an integer k such that either A* = Tk

and B* = Tk + x, or A* = Bk + X and B* = Bk. We only consider the case when A < B

and ANE(z,0x) = BNW(z,Ox) since the other cases are similar. To simplify the

notation we set A(z,0) = ANE(z, 0) and B(z,0) = BNiV(z, 0). Furthermore, we let

A(z,0)=(Ax(z,0),A2(z,8))    and    B(z,8) = (Bx(z,8), B2(z,8)).

In what follows the reader should refer to Figure 8(A).
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Choose P so that P < B and F does not have any critical points in the interval

(P. B). Let / be the line U = P. Clearly, B(z, 0X) must intersect / at least once. Let

zo = sup{z|ß1(z,01) = F}    and   y = B2(z0, 0X).

Note that y > 0. For 8 sufficiently close to 8X, there exist continuous functions yA(8)

and yB(8) such that yA(0x) = yB(8x) = y, A(z, 8) intersects / at a point whose V

coordinate is yA(0), and B(z,0) intersects / at a point whose F coordinate is yB(0).

We assume that yA(0) and yB(8) are defined for 8 g (8x - e, 8X + e). We also

assume that e < 5 where 8 appears in Lemmas 3E.1 and 3E.2.

Choose 02 so that 0 < 02 - 0X < e and 02 < 00. We conclude from Lemmas 3E.1

and 3E.2 that yA(02) > yB(02). That is, as they cross /, A(z, 02) lies above B(z, 82).

Since A(z, 02)_cannot intersect B(z, 8f), this implies that A(z, 82) crosses the axis

U = B above B. More precisely, there exists a constant So such that AX(S0, 82) = B

and A2(S0, 02) > 0. Furthermore, setting X = A2(S0, 02), we can make X as small as

we please by choosing 02 - 0X small. In particular, by choosing 02 - 0X sufficiently

small we may conclude that A(z, Of) and BNE(z, 02) exit the same side of the

rectangle Si, at points which can be made arbitrarily close to each other. From the

discussion in subsection 3(D) it follows that if BNE(z, 02) exits the top side of Si,

then A(z, 02) exits Si immediately to the left of BNE(z, 02). If, on the other hand,

bne(z' O2) exits the bottom side of Si, then A(z,0f) exits Si directly to the right of

BNE(z, 02). Putting these facts together we have proven that if the array at 02 is

P\P2 ■■■Pa
st(82)

(¡iq2 ■■■ qß

then there exists an integer/: such that either/I* = pk and B* = pk + x, or A* = qk + x

and B* = qk.

To complete the proof we show that sé (Of) = si (Of). This follows from the

assumption that there do not exist any connections with speed 8 g (82, Of). Since

there are no connections, all of the unstable trajectories vary continuously with 0. In

particular, the array remains the same for 0 G (02, Of).

(B) Proof of Proposition 2.3. Suppose that 0X < 0o, there exists an A -* B connec-

tion with speed 0X, and there do not exist any other connections with speed

Figure 8. (A) For 0 a little bigger than 0U, ANl.(9,z) crosses /just above BNi¥(z, 9). This forces

ANI (r, 9) to leave R just to the left of BNl:(z, 9).

(B) For 9 a little smaller than 9U. ANK(9, z) crosses /just below BNW(z, 9). This forces ANE(z, 9) to

leave R just to the left of BNE(z, 9).
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0 g (Ox, 00). From Proposition 2.2, it follows that if the array at 0 = 00 is given by

(4.1), then there exists an integer k such that either A* = Tk and B* = Tk + X, or

A* = Bk + X and B* = Bk. We assume that A* = Tk and B* = Tk + X since the proof

of the other case is quite similar. We also assume that A < B and ANE(z, 0X) =

BNW(z, Of), since, again, the proof of the other cases are similar. As before we set

A(z, 0) = ANE(z, 0) and B(z, 0) = BNW(z, 0). The proof now proceeds in a fashion

quite similar to the proof of Proposition 2.2. In what follows the reader should refer

to Figure 8(B).

Let P, I, e, yA(0) and yB(0) be as in the proof of Proposition 2.2. Choose 02 so that

0 < 0X - 02 < e. Lemmas 3E.1 and 3E.2 now imply that yA(02) < yB(02)- This

implies that A(z,0f) must cross the £/-axis immediately to the left of B. More

precisely, there exists S0 SUCn that A2(S0, 02) = 0 and AX(S0, 02) < B. Furthermore, if

X = Ax(Sq,82), then B - X can be made as small as we please by choosing 0X — 02

small. In particular, by choosing 0X - 02 sufficiently small we may conclude that

A(z, Of) and Bsw(z, 82) exit the same side of the rectangle^, at points which can be

made arbitrarily close to each other. From the discussion in subsection 3(D) it

follows that if Bsw(z, 80) exits the top side of Si, then A(z, 80) exits Si immediately

to the right of Bsw(z, 82). If Bsw(z, Of) exits the bottom side of Si, then A(z, Of)

exits Si immediately to the left of Bsw(z, Of). Since BSiV(z, 0) corresponds to the

'other 5' in the statement of Proposition 2.3, this completes the proof.

We now discuss what happens if two or more waves exit with the same speed.

Here we only consider the case when there exists two waves with the same speed.

The case for more than two waves is quite similar. So suppose that there exist A -* B

and C -» D connections with speed 00. If B ¥= C, then there is no problem in

applying Proposition 2.3 to determine how the array changes after the connections.

The A goes next to the other B, while C goes next to the other D. An example is

ABDC c^d BDCC

ABDC   ~*   AABD '

If B = C, then there are two cases to consider, depending on if B and C correspond

to the same entry in the array. Recall that each integer appears twice in an array. If

B and C are the same entry, then we must consider the A -* B connection first and

then the C -» D connection. That is, we first put the A next to the other B, and then

put the C, which is now B, next to the other D. An example is

A->B
ABD b^d      D

ABD   ~*   AABBD'

If B and C correspond to different entries, then we first consider the B -» D

connection and then the A -» B connection. An example is

DAAB b-^d DBAAB

DB      ~* D

The proofs of these results are quite similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3.
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(C) Proof of Proposition 2.4. We show that given A, B, and 80 > 0, there can exist

at most a finite number of A -* B connections with speeds greater than 8Q. Since we

are assuming that there are only a finite number of critical points this certainly

implies the desired result.

In subsection 3(B) it was shown that there exists 0X such that no A -* B

connection exists for 0 > 0X. Certainly if no A -* B connection exists with speed 02,

then there exists e > 0 such that no A -* B connections exist with speed 0 G (02 -

e, 02 + e). To complete the proof we note that Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 imply that if

there exists an A —> B connection with speed 03 then there exists e > 0 such that no

other A -» B connection exists with speed 0 e (03 - e, 03 + e).

(D) Proof of Proposition 2.1. Suppose that A(0O) is given by (4.1) and Tk < Tk+V

We show that there exists a T connection for some 0 < 0n. We do not

discuss the case when Bk+l < Bk since the proof is similar. Assume that A and B are

the critical points which satisfy A* = Tk and B* = Tk + l. Now Tk and Tk + 1 corre-

spond to two points on the top side of Si which lie on an unstable trajectory of A and

B, respectively. Let these points be PA and PB. We denote the unstable trajectory on

which PA lies by A(z) and the unstable trajectory on which PB lies by B(z). There

are now a number of cases to consider. These are

(4D.la)

(4D.lb)

(4D.lc)

(4D.ld)

(4D.le)

(4D.lf)

(4D.lg)

(4D.lh)

A < B,

A < B,

A < B,

A < B,

A > B,

A> B,

A > B,

A > B,

A(z

A(z

A(z

A(z

A(z

A(z

A(z

A(z

= ANE(z,0o), B(z) = BNE(z,0o),

= Asw(z,0f), B(z) = BNE(z,0o),

= ANE(z,0o), B(z) = Bsw(z,0Q),

= Asw(z,0Q), B(z) = Bsw(z,0o),

= ANE(z,0f), B(z) = BNE(z,0o),

= Asw(z,0o), B(z) = BNE(z,0o),

= ANE(z,0o), B(z) = Bsw(z,0f),

= Asw(z,80), B(z) = Bsw(z,80).

We first consider (4D.la). We prove that ANE(z, 8) = BNW(z,0) for some 0 g

(0, Of). This is done using a shooting argument. To set up the shooting argument we

first consider, in detail, how the trajectories A(z) and B(z) spiral around in the

phase plane as they are followed backwards from the points PA and PB.

Choose {zk}, k = 1,2,..., so that, for each k, zk > zk + l, and B2(z) = 0 if and

only if z = zk for some k. Let yk = Bx(zk). That is, y^ is the [/-coordinate of the kth

place where the trajectory B(z) intersects the U-axis as it is followed backwards

from PB.

We claim that either yx = B or yx < A.To prove that it is impossible for yx > B

we use the fact that U' = V and, therefore, all trajectories spiral in the counterclock-

wise direction as they are followed backwards. This fact implies that yk > yx, for all

k. Therefore, if yx > B it would be impossible for limz^_xB(z) = B. We now wish

to show that it is impossible for yx G (A, B). If this were true, then, using (1.6),

which  implies  that F(y^ > F(B),  it  follows that there exists a critical point
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C g (A, B) such that F(C) > F(B). We assume that C is chosen so that F(C)>

F(U) for all U g (A, B). Now CNE(z, 80) can never cross the (/-axis between A and

B. This is because of (1.6). Suppose that yx g (C, B). Then CNE(z, 80) must exit the

top side of Si between A(z) and B(z) which is a contradiction. Now suppose that

yx G (,4,C). It then follows that B(z) must cross both Csw(z,0) and CNW(z,0).

Since //(t/, V) = F(C) on both of these trajectories, (1.6) gives the desired con-

tradiction. Note that this, together with Proposition 2.2, implies that if A < B and

there exists a critical point C such that A < C < B and F(C)> max{F(5), F(A)},

then there cannot exist an A -* B or B -* A connection.

So it remains to consider the cases yx = B and yx < A. We shall assume that

yx < A since this is more difficult than the case y, = B. In what follows the reader

should refer to Figure 9. Note that yr= B for some integer r. Following B(z)

backwards from PB and using the fact that the trajectories spiral in the counterclock-

wise direction as they are followed backwards, we find that r is an odd number and

(4D.2)       Yi < y3 < • • •  < Yr-2 < A < B = yr < yr_x < ■ ■ ■  < y4 < y2.

It is impossible for yk g (A, B) for some k because of the same reason that

y, Í (A, B). We also find that B2(z) > 0 for z G (zk + x, zk) if k is even, and

B2(z) < Oforz g (zk + x,zk)ifkisodd.

We now follow A(z) backwards from PA. Its behavior is determined by noting

that it must keep spiraling without ever crossing B(z). Choose {zk} so that

zk > zk+l for each k and A2(z) = 0 if and only if z = zk for some k. Let

8k = Ax(zk). That is, 5* is the U coordinate of the kin place where the trajectory

A(z) intersects the [/-axis as it is followed backwards from PA. Using induction we

find that if k is odd, k < r, then yk_2 < 8k < yk, and A2(z) < 0 for z

(i*+1,

<--
* + l

**).

If k is even, k < r, then yk < 8k < yk_2, and A2(z) > 0 for z

more, if k is odd, then 8k: < A < 8k"A Since r is odd and yr = B we have that

(4D.3a) 8r^A<8r~\

(4D.3b) /f2(z)>0    forz g (zr, zr~l).

zk). Further-

Figure 9
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Recall that we are trying to use a shooting argument in order to prove that

ANE(z, 8) = BNW(z, 0) for some 0 G (0, 0O). We are now in a position to start

setting up the shooting argument. Choose P so that P < B and F does not have a

critical point in [P, B). Let /be the vertical line U = P. From (4D.3a) and (4D.3b)

it follows that there exists r/0 g (zr, zr_1) such ÜxatAx(t}Q) = P. LetyA(0o) = A2(i)0).

For 0 close to 00 the trajectory ANE(z, 0) must also intersect the line /. Let yA(0) be

the V coordinate of this point of intersection. Clearly, yA(0) can be chosen to be a

continuous function of 0, at least in some neighborhood of 0 = 0O. We assume that

yA(0) is defined on the maximum possible interval so that it is continuous.

For each 0 > 0, BNW(z, 0) must intersect / at least once. Let yB(0) be equal to the

V coordinate of the first place where BNW(z,0) intersects / as it is followed

backwards from the saddle (B,0). Note that yB(0) is a continuous function for all

0 > 0. It follows from (4D.3a) and (4D.3b) that

(4D.4) yA(0o) > yB(00).

We now demonstrate that if 0X < 0o and no A -» B connections exist for 0 g

[0X, 0o], then yA(0) is a well-defined continuous function in the interval [0X, 0O]- If

this were not true then there must exist 02 g (0x, 0o) and a critical point C such that

an A -* C connection exists with speed 02. Furthermore, this connection must

involve ANE(z, Of). That is, either

ANE(z,02) = CNW(z,02)    or   ANE(z,02) = CSE(z,02).

It now follows that if X = lim9i9 y(8), then the point (P, X) lies on either

CNE(z, 8f) or Csw(z, Of). Suppose that (P, X) lies on CNE(z, Of). Let yc(0) be the V

coordinate of the place where CNE(z, 0) intersects the line /, chosen so that yc(0) is a

continuous function for 0 close to 02. From Lemma 3E.1 it follows that yc(0) < yA(0)

for 0 close to but greater than 02. If 0 — 02 is sufficiently small, then from the way X

was defined it follows that yB(0) < yc(8).

We summarize what has been proven so far as follows. Say that 8 has property

star if 8 G [0X, 00] and there exists a critical point C such that either CNE(z, 0) or

Csw(z, 0) crosses / at some point (P, X) which satisfies yB(0) < X < yA(0). Let

H = [8: 6 has property star}. We have shown that H is nonempty if yA(8) is

discontinuous at some 62 g (8x, 0o). We shall now show that H is indeed empty.

To begin with, note that 0o £ H. This is because if 00 g H, then the discussion in

subsection 3(D) implies that there exists a critical point C such that either CNE(z, Of)

or Csw(z,0o) leaves Si between ANE(z, 00) and BNE(z,0o). This, however, con-

tradicts the assumptions of the proposition.

Set 03 = sup{0: 8 S H). Some sort of connection must occur with speed 03. This

is because the stable and unstable manifolds of the critical points vary continuously

with 0, except at those values of 0 for which there exists a connection. Suppose, for

example, that there exists an A -» C connection with speed 03. If, for example,

A(z,0f)= CNW(z,03), then the proof of Proposition 2.2 and the discussion in

subsection 3(D) imply that there exists ô > 0 such that if 0 < 0 - 03 < 8, then

CNE(z, 0) crosses / between yB(0) and yA(0). That is, if 0 < 0 - 03 < 8, then 0 & H.
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This, however, contradicts the definition of 03. If, on the other hand, A(z,0f) =

CSE(z, Of), then there exists 8 > 0 such that 0 g (03, 03 + 8) implies that Csw(z, 8)

crosses / between yB(8) and yA(0). This again contradicts the definition of 03.

The only other possible thing that can go wrong is that there exists a C -» B

connection with speed 03. That is, either CNE(z, Of) = BNW(z, Of) or CSiV(z, Of) =

BNW(z,03). In either case, the proof of Proposition 2.2 and the discussion in

subsection 2(D) shows that there exists 8 > 0 such that for 6 g (03, 03 + 8) the

corresponding unstable trajectory from C crosses / between yB(0) and yA(0). This

contradicts the definition of 03 and, therefore, completes the proof that yA(0) is

continuous in [0X, 60].

The proof of Proposition 2.1, case (4D.la), will be complete if we can show that

yA(0) < yB(0) for some 0 < 0O. This, however, is true because the discussion in

subsection 2(A) and the assumption that F(A) < F(B) implies that ANE(z,0) lies

below BNW(z,0).

To complete the proof of Proposition 2.1 we briefly consider the other cases,

(4D.lb)-(4D.lh). If (4D.lb) is satisfied, then the proof is very similar to the one just

given. One proves that, for some 0 g (0, 0O), Asw(z, 0) = BNW(z, 0). We claim that

it is impossible for cases (4D.lc) and (4D.ld) to occur. We only show that (4D.lc) is

impossible since the corresponding proof for (4D.ld) is similar. What are shall prove

is the following. Suppose that A < B, F(A) < F(B), and both the trajectories

ANE(z, Off) and Bsw(z, 00) leave the rectangle Si on the top side. Suppose that the

points where these trajectories cross the top of Si are, respectively, PA = (px, Vf) and

Qb = (iv *i)- Then, either qx < px, or BNE(z, 0O) crosses the top side of Si at a point

which lies between PA and QB. That is, if qx > px, then ANE(z, 0o) and Bsw(z, 0O)

cannot be "neighbors" and (4D.lc) is, therefore, impossible.

The idea of the proof is similar to the one just given. We start at PA and QB and

work our way backwards along the trajectories ANE(z,0o) and Bsw(z,0o). As

before, in order to simplify the notation, we set A(z) = ANE(z, 0o) and B(z) =

Bsw(z, 0O). Also, let

A(z) = (Ax(z),A2(z))    and    B(z) = (Bx(z), B2(z)).

Let { zk} be chosen so that zk> zk + x for each k and B2(z) = 0 if and only if z = zk

for some k. Let yk = Bx(zk). As before we find that either yx = B or yx < A. We

only consider the more difficult case yx < A. Choose r so that yr = B. Then, as

before, r is even, and

Yi < Y3 < • • •   < Yr-i < A < B = yr < yr_2 < < y4 < y2.

Furthermore, B2(z) > 0 for z g (zk + x, zk) if k is even, and B2(z) < 0 for z G

(zk + x, zk) if k is odd.

We now follow A(z) backwards from PA. Choose {zk} so that zk > zk + 1 for each

k, and A2(z) = 0 if and only if z = zk for some k. Let 8k = Ax(zk). Using induction

we find that if k < r is odd, then yk_2 < 8k < yk, and A2(z) < 0 for z g (zk+l, zk).

If k < r is even, then yk< 8k < yk_2, and A2(z) > 0 for z g (zk + 1, zk). Since r is

even and yr = B, we find that B < 8r, and for z g (zr+1, zr), A2(z) > 0.

We now wish to investigate what happens to BNE(z, 00). To simplify the notation

we set ß(z) = BNE(z, 0O), with ß(z) = (ßx(z), ß2(z)). We claim that there exists a
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number |0 such that /62(£0) = 0, ß2(z) > 0 for z g (-oo, £„), and B < ßx(£0) < 8r.

This is because ß(z) leaves the saddle (B,0) into the quarter plane U > B, V > 0.

As long as V > 0, we have that IP > 0 and B(z) continues to move to the right.

This cannot happen forever because B(z) would have to eventually intersect the

trajectory A(z). Hence, B(z) must cross the t/-axis at some value of z, say z = ¿0.

Clearly B < Bx(£0) < 8r. Using the results of the discussion in subsection 3(D) we

now conclude that B(z) leaves Si between A(z) and B(z). This is what we wished to

show.

To complete the proof of Proposition 2.1 we must consider cases (4D.le)-(4D.lh).

Since these cases are treated in a manner very similar to the above proofs, we only

point out that cases (4D.le) and (4D.lf) are impossible. In case (4D.lg) there exists a

0 g (0, Of) at which speed ANE(z, 0) = BSE(z, 8). In case (4D.lh) there exists a

8 g (0, 80) at which speed Asw(z, 0) = BSE(z, 0).

5. Labelled directed graph homomorphisms.

(A) Introduction. Figure 10 illustrates the directed graph for the function F shown

in Figure 1. We see that even when F has only four local maxima, the directed graph

can be quite complicated. If F were to have many more critical points, then the

corresponding directed graph would be so complicated that it would be impossible

FIGURE 10. The complete directed graph associated with the equivalence of class functions shown in

Figure 1.
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to analyze directly. We shall show that if A and B are distinct critical points of F and

if we are only interested in determining the number of A -* B connections, then it is

not usually necessary to consider the entire directed graph corresponding to F. The

reason is that many of the critical points of F play very little role as far as the A -» B

connections are concerned. For example, suppose that Fis as shown in Figure 11.

Then, as we shall see later, the only critical points which play a crucial role, as far

as the A ~* B connections are concerned, are A, B, C and D. Let GF be the directed

graph corresponding to F. Since the A -* B connections really only depend on four

critical points, there should exist a much simpler graph, which we denote by

X(A, B), which contains all the essential information of GF as far as the A -» B

connections are concerned. We prove that there does indeed exist such a graph

T(A, B). In fact, what we prove is that there exists a mapping $ from GF onto

T(A, B) which preserves enough of the structure of GF so that if we are interested in

determining the number of A -* B connections, then it is only necessary to consider

the graph T(A, B).

The next few sections are devoted to making these statements precise. We begin

by defining what is meant by a labelled graph homomorphism. We then describe

how to choose the graphs T(A, B). After stating and proving the main theorem, we

prove some general results about how many connections exist between two given

stable critical points. In particular, we prove that if F, A and B are as shown in

Figure 8, then there exists an infinite number of A -» B connections.

(B) Labelled directed graphs, paths and mappings between graphs. We begin by

giving a precise definition of what we mean by a labelled directed graph, or LDG for

short. An LDG consists of four objects. If G is an LDG we write G = (X, E,Y,@).

Here, X is a finite set, say X = { Xx,..., XK}. X denotes the set of nodes. Each node

in the graph corresponds, in our situation, to an array of integers. The set of edges is

a subset of X X X, which we denote by E. Thus (A/ Xk) denotes the edge which

begins at Xj and ends at Xk. It is convenient to write Xk = e * Xj. Let E(Xk) equal

the set of edges whose first component is Xk. We then set E(Xk) = E(Xk) U { Xk }

and E = \JE(Xk), where the union is over all nodes Xk. By definition, we write

Xk * Xk = Xk. y is a set of nonnegative integers. It corresponds to the set of labels.

Usually Y is of the form {0,1,2,... ,N}. We denote this latter set by YN. Finally, 0

is a function from E into Y X Y. For example, if the edge e corresponds to an

Figure 11
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A -* B connection, then 0(e) = (A*, B*). We always assume that ®(Xk) = (0,0)

for each node Xk, and if e G Ê and Q(e) = (A*, B*), then A* =fi 0 and B* ¥> 0.

Let P = {ek} be a finite or infinite set of edges.

We say that F is a path in G if for each k, ek g E and ek g E(Xk) implies that

ek+1 e E(ek * Xk). If F is finite, say P={ex,.. .,e„}, with ex g E(Xf), en g E(X„)

and Xn + X = en* Xn, then we say that F is a path from Xx to Xn + X. In this case we

write Xn + X = P * Xn. The path P = {ek} is called admissible if the following is

satisfied. For any k, suppose that ek g E(Xk), and e is any element of E(Xk). We

do not necessarily assume that e = ek. Suppose that 0(e) = (A*, B*). Then, there

exists an integery such that y > k and 0(e-) = (A*, B*).

Note that F(U) determines a path in GF. We denote the path by PF. Proposition

2.1 implies that PF is an admissible path in GF. Finally, we say that a node X is a

generator of the graph G if for every node X' there exists a path from X to X'.

Before defining what is meant by an LDG homomorphism we must introduce

some more notation. Suppose that YA and YB are two subsets of the nonnegative

integers. We assume that {0} is a subset of both sets. Let g: YA -» YB. Assume that

g(0) = 0. Then the new map g: YA X YA -* YB X YB is defined by

-( ■ M=/(°'0) ifg(/) = 0org(A:) = 0,

gU'   '     \{g{j),g{k))    otherwise.

Definition 5B.1. Suppose that

GA={XA,EA,YA,QA}    and    GB = { XB, EB, YB, @B}

are labelled directed graphs. Then $ = (^x, <S?E, 4>fl) is an LDG homomorphism

from GA into GB if <1>X: XA -* XB, <ï>£: EA -* EB and <be: YA -> TB. Furthermore, for

each x ^ XA and e g F(x):

(A) *e(£(jc)) c E(*x(x)),

(B)<t>x(e*x) = <i>E(e)*<l>x(x),

(C) 4>£(x) = *x(x),

(D) *9(0) = 0, and

(E) èe(SA(e)) = 0B($£(e)).

In what follows we always use the same letter 3> to denote $x, $£ and $9.

Definition 5B.2. 0 is an LDG homomorphism from GA onto GB if in addition to

the conditions of the preceding definition the following are satisfied:

(A) for each nodey g Xb there exists a node x g Xa such that $(x) = y;

(B) if í>(x) = _y and/G E(y), then there exists a path {ex,...,ek} G G^ such

that:

(i)ex g F(x),

(ii) if x0 = x and Xj = ey * x,_, for j = l,...,k, then 0(jcy) = y and <I>(ey) = y

for/ = 1,... ,k — 1, and

(iii)<D(eJ=/.
The following basic facts about LDG homomorphisms follow immediately from

the definitions.

Lemma 5B.1. If P is a path in GA, and O is an LDG homomorphism from GA into

GB, then 0(F) is a path in GB.
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Lemma 5B.2. Suppose that $ is an LDG homomorphism from GA into GB, and í>

satisfies Definition 5B.2(B). Furthermore, assume that $ maps a generator of GA onto a

generator of GB. Then 4> satisfies Definition 5B.2(A).

(C) The graph T(A, B). Unless stated otherwise, we assume that A and B are fixed

critical points of F with A < B and F(A) < F(B). We also assume that there does

not exist a critical point C which satisfies A < C < B and F(C) > F(B). In

Proposition 2.3 it was shown that if there did exist such a C, then there could not

exist any A -» B connections.

We now introduce some notation which will be used throughout the rest of the

paper. Let K be equal to the set of critical points of F. Recall that by a critical point

we mean a value of U, where F assumes a local maximum. Furthermore, to each

C g K there corresponds an integer, denoted by C*, which is determined by the

ordering of the values of F at the critical points. Let K(A) equal the set of critical

points C which satisfy F(C)> F(A), and there does not exist a critical point D

which lies between A and C such that F( D ) > F( C ). Note that {A, B} c K( A ). Let

<ê(A) = {C*: C g K(A)}. Let K(A, B) = {C: C g K(A) and F(C) < F(B)} and

<€(A, B)= [C*: C g K(A, 5)}. Note that {,4,5} C K(A, B). Let

3P= K(A)\K(A,B),    <&=K\K(A),

*(&)= {C*:C(z-3T}    and    ^)=(C*:Cef}.

The proof of Proposition 2.3 shows that if D g <W, then there cannot exist any

A -* D connections.

Let F(A, B)(U) be any function which satisfies (1.2) and whose set of critical

points is equal to K(A, B). We also assume that if C g K(A, B), then F(A, B)(C)

= F(C). Finally, for each positive integer n, let Gn be the graph generated by the

array which has the sequence of integers {«, n - 1,.. .,2,1,1,2,..., n - 1,»} on top.

We assume that the generator of Gn has no entry on its bottom. This implies that

each array in G„ will have no entry on its bottom. Figure 12 illustrates G2 and G3.

There are now two cases to consider. First assume that there exists a critical point

C such that C < A and F(C)> F(B). Throughout the rest of the paper this shall be

referred to as "case 1". In this case we set T(A, B) = Gn where n = \K(A, B)\. Here,

\K(A, B)\ denotes the cardinality of the set K(A, B). For "case 2", when there does

not exist a C such that C < A and F(C) > F(B), we set T(A, B) = GF{A B). That is,

T(A, B) is equal to the graph corresponding to the function F(A, B).

~ 312213^

g2= G>:,.3/7   \N-3
2112 /y^2   l—2\'»
Í* i* ' 311223

O        KIX A
321123

O
Figure 12
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Of course, the assumption A < B is merely for convenience. If we had A > B,

with F(A) < F(B),v/e would still assume that there does not exist a critical point C

such that B < C < A and F(C) > F(B). There would still be the two cases to

consider depending if there exists a C such that C > A and F(C) > F(B).

We now state the main result of the paper.

Theorem 5C.1. There exists an LDG homomorphism $ from GF onto T(A, B).

Furthermore, $(PF) is an admissible path in T(A, B).

(D) Some useful propositions. Throughout this section we assume that F has TV

critical points and sé is the array

T T   ■ ■ ■  T

<5D-1» "=iAt'
Note that m + n = 2N. Sometimes it will be useful to rewriteséas

TXT2 ■■ Tm
(5D.2) sé-

*1N ' ' '   A + 2A+1

That is, B¡ = Tj where y = 2N — i + 1 for 1 < 1 < n.

Let YN = {0,1,2,...,TV}, and suppose that Sx and S2 are two, nonempty disjoint

subsets of YN \ {0}. We say that Sx interlaces S2 insé if there exists integers sx, s2, s3,

i, j, k and / with sx G Sx, s2 g S2, s3 g S2 and 1 < i <j < k < I < 27V such that

either

(5D.3a) Sf = T¡,   s2 = 7},   sx = Tk    and   s3 = T„

or

(5D.3b) s2 = T„   sx = Tj,   s3 = Tk    and   sx = T,.

If there does not exist such integers we say that Sx does not interlace S2 in sé. Note

that it is possible that Sx interlaces S2 in sé while S2 does not interlace Sx in sé. For

example, let

221
^=Ï33'    5l= {1}    and    S2= {2'3}'

The following result will be used often in the proof of Theorem 5C.1.

Proposition 5D.1. <€(S£) does not interlace ^(A, B) in sé.

Proof. Suppose that the proposition is not true. Then there must exist critical

points C, D G K(A, B) and F g .Tsuch that {E*} interlaces {C*, D*} in sé. We

assume that there exist integers i, j, k and / such that C* = T„ E* = Tj, D* = Tk

and E* = T,. The other case, (5D.3a), is similar. We denote the trajectories which T¡,

Tj, Tk and T, correspond to as C(z, 0O), E(z, Of), D(z, 0O) and Ê(z, Of), respectively.

Let a(z) equal the union of the curves E(z, 0O) and Ê(z, 0O), together with the point

E. Let ß(z) be the union of the curves C(z, 0O) and D(z, 0O), and the closed line

interval connecting the points C and D. The assumption that {F*} interlaces

{C*, D*} implies that a(z) and ß(z) must intersect. Since F(U) < F(E) for

U g (C, D), (1.6) implies that a(z) cannot intersect the line segment connecting C
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and D. However, a(z) clearly cannot intersect C(z, 0o) or D(z, 0o), so the proof is

complete.

The proof of the following proposition is quite similar to the one just given.

Proposition 5D.2. Let S = <ë(A,B)\{B}. Then {B} does not interlace S in sé.

Finally, the following result is of interest.

Proposition 5D.3. Assume that C g K(A) and D g e3f. Then there cannot exist

any C —» D or D -» C connections.

Proof. If C g K(A) and D g <&, then there exists a critical point F which lies

between C and D and satisfies F(E)> max{ F(C), F(D)}. In the proof of Proposi-

tion 2.3 we showed that this implies that there cannot exist any C -> D or D -* C

connections.

(E) The map $. In order to define $ it is necessary to first introduce some more

notation. We assume throughout that F has TV critical points and sé is the array

given by (5D.1) or (5D.2). Recall that an array consists of a top and a bottom list of

integers. Whenever we just write one list of integers it will always denote the top of

the array, with the understanding that the bottom list is empty. Using the represen-

tation (5D.2) for sé we set

(5E.1) ß(se) = TXT2 ■ ■ ■ TmTm+xTm + 2 ■ ■ ■ T2N.

Recall that YN = {0,1,2,... ,N). If M is any subset of YN, we define M* séto be

the array obtained by deleting from sé those elements not in M.

Suppose that S is any set of n distinct positive integers. Say S = [sx, s2,. ..,sn}.

We denote by p the unique function which maps S onto {1,...,«} such that

p(Sj) < p(Sj) if and only if s¡ < Sj. If sé is the array given in (5D.1) we set

-      .     p(Tx)p(T2) ■ ■ ■ p(Tm)
P* sé= —.-;—;-r-;-r .

p(Bx)p(B2) ■ ■ ■ p(B„)

We first consider the case when there exists a critical point C such that C < A and

F(C) > F(B). This was referred to as "case 1" in the previous section. Recall that,

in this case, Y (A, B) = G„ where n is the cardinality of the set K(A, B). The map

*V Yn ~* Y„ is defined by

p(k)     if A: g ^(A, B),
(5E.2) %(k)

I 0 otherwise.

We define <!>(sé) in two steps. First let

(5E.3) <bx(se) = p*'#(A,B)*ß(se).

Suppose that

(5E.4) <î>x(sé) = zxz2--- z2n.

It follows from Proposition 5D.2 that either zx = z2n = n, or there exists an integer

k such that zk — zk + x = n. If zx = z2n = n, then let Ax be the identity map and

define $ by

(5E.5a) <b(sé) = Ax*<Sfx(sé) = <bx(sé).
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Otherwise, define Ax and 0 by

(5E.5b) <X>(sé) = Aj * <Px(sé) = zk + xzk + 2 ■ ■ ■ z2nzxz2 ■■■ zk.

In either case, it will sometimes be convenient to reindex and write Q(sé) as

(5E.6) 4.(^) = t?17)2--- r,2„.

Note that ®(sé) g Gn.

It remains to define $ on the edges. Suppose that e G E(sé). If e = sé we set

Q>(e) = <b(sé). So suppose that e corresponds to a C ^> D connection. That is,

0(e) = (C*, D*). If C* <£ <ë(A, B) or D* £ <g(A, B), we set 0(e) = $(sé). If

{C*, FJ*} c #(/!, ß) we claim that there exists an edge /g E($(sé)) which

corresponds to a <£(C*) -» $(Z)*) connection. To see why this is true, we use the

representation (5D.2) for sé. There must exist an integer y such that C* = T and

D* = Tt ,+1. Certainly the same is true in (5E.1). Since {C*, D*} c <€(A,B),<%(A,B)

eliminates these integers of ß(se) not in ^¡(A, B), and p simply renumbers the

integers of the array, we find that there must exist an integer / such that, in (5E.4),

z, = p(C*) = 4>(C*) and z/+1 = p(D*) = $(£>*). Finally, recalling how (5E.6) was

obtained from (5E.4) we find that there exists an integer r such that r\r = 3>(C*) and

tj,.+ 1 = $(£)*). This implies what we claimed; that is, there exists an edge /g

E(<b(sé)) which corresponds to a 3>(C*) -* $*(D*) connection. We now set $(e)

= /•
We now consider case 2, assuming that there does not exist a critical point C such

that C < A and F(C) > F(B). Recall that in this case T(,4, B) = GF{A B). As

before, we assume that the cardinality of the set %(A, B) is n. The map <be: YN -* Yn

is again defined by (5E.2). Let <S>x(sé) be the array given by (5E.3) and (5E.4). We

now show that there exists an integer k such that k < 2n and zk = zk + x = n. From

Proposition 5D.2, the only other possibility is that zx = z2n = n. We show that it is

impossible for z2„ = n. Choose C so that C < B and F(C) > F(D) for all D < B.

By assumption F(C) < F(B). Note that C g K(A, B). Now (1.6) implies

that Csw(z, 0) never intersects the U-axis for all 0. Since C < B, this implies that on

the bottom of the array, there cannot be a B* to the left of the C* which

corresponds to Csw(z, 0), for any 0. This means that in $>x(sé), the $>X(C*) which

corresponds to Csw(z, 0) lies to the right of both of the $X(B*). Since ®X(B*) = n,

we obtain the desired conclusion that zk = zk + x = n for some k < 2n. We now

define A2 and $ by

(5E.7) <D(^) = A2*«D1(^)=      ZlZl'''' Zk      .

z2n ' ' '   zk + 2zk + l

It remains to define 0 on the edges. Suppose that e g E*(sé). If e = j^we let

0(e) = (<fr(sé)). So suppose that e corresponds to a C -» D connection. If C* <£

V(A, B) or D* € V(A, B), we let 4>(e) = <S>(sé). If [C*, D*} c ^(.4, B), a proof

very similar to the one given for case 1 shows that there exists an edge/ G E(<b(séy)

which corresponds to a 0(C*) -» $(£>*) connection. We now set $(e) = /.

(F) Frao/ that O « a« L/)G homomorphism from GF into Y(A, B). The only

condition of Definition 5B.1 which $ does not trivially satisfy is (B). So suppose that
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e G E(sé) corresponds to a C -» D connection. We distinguish the two C*'s and

two F)*'s in séby Cx, C2, Dx and D2, respectively. Assume that e corresponds to a

Cx —> Dx connection.

We first consider the map ß. Using the representation (5D.2) for j^it follows that

there exists an integer k such that Cx = Tk and Dx = Tk+1. We suppose that

D2 = Tj. Clearly the same is true for ß(se). Hence, it makes sense to say that there

is an edge ex G E(ß(se)) which corresponds to a Cx -» Dx connection. We claim

that

(5F.1) ß(e*se) = ex*ß(se).

To prove this note that the only possible difference between ß(e * sé) and ex * ß(se)

is the position of the Cx. This is because the only entry which changes when applying

e or ex is the Cx. However, in both cases Cx is moved to the immediate right of the

We next consider the map <è(A, B). We shall consider the three cases:

(5F.2a) Cx £ <#(A, B),

(5F.2b) CX^<€(A,B),       DX^%(A,B),

(5F.2c) Cxe<g(A,B),       Dx£(g(A,B).

If (5F.2a) is satisfied, we claim that

(5F.3a) <é(A, B)*ß(se) = <g(A, B)*ß(e*se).

As before, we need only consider the position of Cx, because it is the only entry

whose position changes. However, since Cx € !£(A, B), it does not appear in either

tf(A, B)*ß(se)or <g(A, B)*ß(e*se).

Now suppose that (5F.2b) is satisfied.  Recall that in ß(se),  Cx  is on the

immediate left of Dx. The same is true in the array %!(A, B)* ß(se) since {Cx, Dx}

c r£(A, B).   Hence,   it   makes   sense   to   say   that   there   is   an   edge   e2 g

ECè(A, B)* ß(se)) which corresponds to a Q -» Dx connection. Note that

(5F.3b) <e(A,B)*ß(e*se) = e2 * <%(A, B)*ß(se).

This is because in both cases Cx is on the immediate right of D2.

Finally suppose that (5F.2c) is satisfied. Recall that Dx = Tk + X and D2 = T. If

y' < k + 1, then ß(se) has the form

(5F.4) ß(se) = <xD2yCxDx8.

Here a, y and 8 are lists of integers. Note that

(5F.5) ß(e*se) = e*(ß(se)) = cxD2CxyDx8.

Let a' = <%(A, B)*a, y' = <ê(A, B)*y and 8' = <%(A, B)*8. From Proposition

5D.1 it follows that a' and 8' are empty. Since Cx G <g(A, B) and Dx Í <g(A, B) it

follows that

(5F.6) $(A,B)*ß(s/) = y'Cl,

while

(5F.7) <%(A,B)*ß(e*se) = Cxy'.
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If k + 1 < y, then ß(se) has the form

(5F.8) ß(se) = aCxDxyDx8,

where, as before, a, y and <5 are lists of integers. Then

(5F.9) ß(e*se) = e*(ß(se)) = aDxyDxCx8.

Letting a', y' and 8' be as before, we conclude from Proposition 5D.1 that y' is

empty. Hence,

(5F.10) <&(A,B)*ß(se) = a'Cx8',

while

(5F.11) (e(A,B)*ß(e*se) = cx'Cx8.

Note that if k + 1 <j, then <£(A, B)*ß(se) = <£(A, B)*ß(e * sé). This is not

true ifj<k + l.

We now consider the map p. It is again necessary to consider the three cases

shown in (5F.2). Recall that <bx(sé) =. p*<i(A, B)*ß(se). If (5F.2a) is satisfied,

then (5F.3a) holds. Since p is order preserving it is clear that in this case

(5F.12) Q1(j*) = Ql(e*j*).

Next suppose that (5F.2b) holds. Then Cx is to the immediate left of Dx in the array

&(A, B)*ß(se). Therefore, p(Cx) is to the immediate left of p(Df) in ®x(sé).

Hence there exists an edge e3 g E(<ï>x(sé)) which corresponds to a p(Cx) -* p(Dx)

connection. From (5F.3b) it follows that

(5F.13) $x(e*sé) = e3*<t>x(sé).

Finally, suppose that (5F.2c) holds. Let a = p(a'), g = p(y') and d = p(8'). If

j < k + 1, then (5F.6) implies that

(5F.14) <î>x(sé) = gp(Cx),

while (5F.7) implies that

(5F.15) $1(e*s/) = p(Cl)g.

Ify > k + 1, then (5F.10) and (5F.11) imply that

(5F.16) <&x(sé) = <S>x(e*sé) = ap(Cx)d.

In order to complete the proof that $ is an LDG homomorphism from GF into

Y(A, B), we must consider the maps Ax and A2. We shall consider the three cases

(5F.2a)-(5F.2c) separately. First suppose that (5F.2a) holds. Applying Ax or A2 to

both sides of (5F.12) it follows that $(sé) = 0(e * sé). Since in this case 3>(e) =

<b(sé), we obtain the desired result, <b(e)*<b(sé) = í>(e * sé).

Next suppose that (5F.2b) holds. Then (5F.13) is true. To show that <t>(e * sé) =

<S>(e)*Q>(sé) we need only verify that p(Cx) is in the same position in both arrays.

For case 1, p(Cx) will be on the immediate right of p(Df) in both arrays. This is also

true in case 2 if p(Df) is on the top side of 0(e * sé) or 0(e)* <b(sé). If p(Df) is on

the bottom side of<p(e*¿/)or<I>(e)*<t>(.í/), then p(Cx) will be on the immediate

left of p(D2) in both arrays.
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Now, suppose that (5F.2c) holds. We first assume that y > k + 1. Then (5F.16)

holds. That is, <&x(sé) = <bx(e * sé). Applying Ax or A2 to both sides of this identity

we find that 0(sé) = 0(e * sé). Since 0(e) = <b(sé) we conclude that 0(e * sé) =

<&(e)*®(sé).

Finally, suppose that (5F.2c) holds and j < k + 1. We first consider case 1.

Suppose that g = gxg2 ■ - ■ gr. The sentence between (5E.4) and (5E.5a) implies that

either gx = p(Cf) = n, or there exists an integer / such that g, = g, + 1 = n. First

assume the latter. Then (5F.14) and the definition of Ax imply that

H-*) = 2, + iS, + 2 ' • • 8rP(Ci)gi ■■■ g¡-

Since 0(e) = 0(j/) we conclude that

0(e)*0(^) = g,.+1 ■•• grp(Cx)gx ••• g,.

Using (5F.15) we conclude that 0(e * sé) = 0(e)* <b(sé). If gx = p(Cx) = n, then

(5F.14) and (5F.15) imply that

0(e* sé) = 0(e)* O(j^) = ng2g3 • ■ ■ grn.

To complete the proof that O is an LDG homomorphism from GF into Y (A, B)

we show that it is impossible to have case 2 together with (5F.2c), y < k + 1. To

prove this, choose E < B so that F(E) > F(U) for all U < B. By definition,

E g K(A, B). Note that Esw(z, 0) can never cross the £/-axis. This follows from

(1.6) and the fact that F(U) < F(E) for all U < E. Since we are in case 2 and

D £ K(A, B), it follows that D > B > E. Therefore, if, for some 0, DNE(z, 0) or

Dsxv(z, 0) leaves through the bottom side of Si, it must necessarily cross to the right

of Esxv(z, 0). Let Ex be the entry in sé which corresponds to Esw(z, 0). We conclude

that £,eá where 8 is as in (5F.4). If this were true, however, then (5F.4) would

imply that {D*} interlaces {C*, E*} in sé. That is, {D*} interlaces {V(A, B)} in

sé. Proposition 5D.1 gives the desired contradiction.

(G) Proof that O ¿s an LDG homomorphism from GF onto Y(A, B). We begin by

verifying Definition 5B.2(B). Let y be a node in Y(A, B) and/ g E(y). Assume that

ty(sé) = y. Furthermore, assume that / corresponds to a C -» D connection. Let

C* = 0_1(C) and D* = 0_1(Z)). We consider a number of cases depending on the

relationship between C* and D* in the array sé. We assume throughout that sé is

written as in (5D.2), with C* = Ty and D* = Tk. The following six cases describe all

the possible ways for <X>(sé) = y:

(5G.la) j < k < w,and T,■ <£ <€(A, B)    fory < ; < k,

(5G.lb) m + 1 ^j <k,andTl^(€(A,B)    forj<i<k,

(5G.lc) j < m < k, and Tt| £ <€(A, B)    fory < i < k,

(5G.ld) k < m <y, and T,■ £ %(A, B)    if 1 « i < kor/ < F< 2N,

(5G.le) k <j ^m, and Tië V(A,B)    ify < / < 2/Vor 1 < / < k,

(5G.lf) m + 1 < k <j, and T¡ Í V(A, B)    ify < / < 27Vor 1 < i < k.

Since two entries in sé equal C* and two equal D*, we assume that Tj = Cx and

Tk = Dx. This will allow us to distinguish the C* and D* of interest.
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Suppose that (5G.la) holds. We wish to prove that there exists a finite sequence of

connections, all of which are mapped by 0 to y, followed by a Cx -» Dx connection.

Of course, if k -= j + 1, then there is nothing to prove, so we assume that k > j + 1.

Choose / so that y < / < k, Cx < T¡ and Cx > T¡ fory < i < I. We assume that / # k.

The other case will be treated shortly. Consider the sequence of connections

(5G.2) T,_x -» TltT,_2-> T„...,Tj+l - T,.

Note that all of the edges corresponding to these connections are mapped to y. Now

T, = Tp for some p # /. From the definition of 7 it is clear that p £ (j, /). Hence,

after the sequence of connections shown in (5G.2) we find that Cx is on the

immediate left of T¡. Since T, € <€(A, B), Proposition 5D.3 implies that T¡ g <€(%).

Proposition 5D.1 then implies that p g (/, k). We then take the Cx -» T¡ connection.

After this connection Cx is still to the left of Dx. There is still no element of t>(A, B)

between Cx and Dx. However, the number of integers which lie between Cx and Dx

has decreased by at least two. Continuing this process we eventually arrive at an

array of the form

• • • Cxaxa2 ■ ■ ■ cxsDx ■ ■ ■

The dots denote integers in the array. Each a, satisfies a, < Cx. We then take the

sequence of connections

(5G.3) a,-*Dl,a,_l^>D1,...,al^Dl.

We can then take the desired C, -* Dx connection.

The proof for case (5G.lb) is quite similar to the one just given. Now assume that

(5G.lc) is satisfied. Let E be the critical point which satisfies E > B and F(E) >

F(U) for all U > B. Then ENE(z, 0) never crosses the U-axis for any value of 0.

This, together with Proposition 5D.1 implies that there exist integers r and s such

that E* = Tr = Ts,j < r ^ m and m + 1 < s < k. The proof now proceeds as in the

preceding cases. The existence of E guarantees that eventually we can push Cx to the

bottom side of the array, after which we are in the situation of case (5G.lb).

Next assume that (5G.ld) holds. For case one, when there exists a critical point C

with C < A and F(C) > F(A), the proof is quite similar to the one just given. One

proves that there exists a critical point E and integers r and s such that E < A,

F(E) > F(B), E* = Tr= Ts,j < r < 27V and 1 < s < k. We are then able to push

Cx to the top of the array so we are in the situation of (5G.la).

Now assume that (5G.ld) holds and we are in case two. Choose r and s so that

r < s and Tr= Ts = B*. From Proposition 5D.2 it follows that k < r < s <j. If this

is true, however, it is impossible for 0(CJ and <b(Dx) to be adjacent integers in y.

Hence, (5G.ld) is impossible for case two.

A similar proof shows that (5G.le) and (5G.lf) are impossible for case two. The

proof for case one is similar to the preceding proofs. If (5G.le) holds for case one,

then one shows there exists critical points Ex and E2, and integers rx, sx, r2 and s2

such that E* = Tr¡ = Ts¡, E* = TTi = TSi, Ex > B, E2< A, E* > B*, E* > B*,

j < rx < m, m + 1 < sx < s2 < 27V and 1 < r2 < k. This implies that we can push
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Cx in a clockwise fashion around the array until we are in the situation described by

(5G.la). A similar analysis works if (5G.lf) holds.

To complete the proof that O is an LDG homomorphism from GF onto Y(A, B)

we show that a generator of GF is mapped to a generator of Y (A, B). We may then

apply Lemma 5B.2. There is no problem for case two, when Y(A, B) = GF(A, B).

For case one, T(^4, B) = Gn. We prove that every node in Gn is a generator for G„.

This is done by induction on n. The result is clearly true for n = 2, since there is

only one node in G2. Now assume the result is true for G„_1, and let sé and 88 be two

arrays in Gn. We must prove that there exists a path from sé to SS. Suppose that

sé= nAxA2 ■ ■ ■ A2n_2n    and   Si = nBxB2 ■ ■ ■ B2n_2n.

A proof similar to the proof of Proposition 5D.1 shows that [n — 1} does not

interlace {l,...,n — 2} in either sé or 86. Hence, either Ax = A2n_2 = n — 1, or there

exists an integery such that Aj = AJ+X = n — 1. Similarly, either Bx = B2n_2 = n —

1, or there exists an integer k such that Bk = Bk + X = n - 1. Suppose that there

exists an integery such that Aj = A/ + x = n - 1. Consider the path Px consisting of

the series of connections

^2„-2 -* »»^2n-3 -* n,...,Aj+2 -» n,AJ+x -» ».

Then Px* sé has the form

Px* sé = n n — 1 ■ ■ ■ n — In.

If Ax = A2n_2 = n - 1 we set Px * sé= sé. If Bx = B2n_2 = n - 1 we use induction

to conclude that there exists a path P2 such that P2 *(PX * sé) = 3d. If not, we use

induction to conclude that there exists a path P2 such that

P2*(Px*sé) = nn-lBk + 2Bk + 3 ■■■ B2n  2BXB2 ■■■ Bk_xn - In.

Now let P3 be the path consisting of the connections

n — 1 -> n, Bk   x -» n,Bk_2 -» n,...,Bx -» n.

We then have P3*(P2*(PX * sé)) = 38.

(H) Proof that 0(FF) is an admissible path in Y(A, B). We use the same notation

as in the previous section. That is,y is a node in Y(A, B),f g E(y), and <fr(sé) = y.

Furthermore, / corresponds to a C -> D connection. Let C* = 0"1(C) and D* =

0-'(¿>). As before, jar'is given by (5D.2). We assume that C* = 7} and D* = Tk. Of

course, two entries in sé equal C* and two equal D*. Here T and Tk are equal to the

entries which are mapped to the C and D of the C -> D connection. Assume that sé

is the array associated with the phase plane determined by (1.3) with speed 0O. We

must show that there exists a C -> D connection for some speed 0 < 0O. The proof is

broken up into the six cases shown in (5G.la)-(5G.lf).

First assume that (5G.la) holds. The proof is quite similar to the proof of

Proposition 2.1 given in subsection 1(D). Let Pc and Pd be the points on the

boundary of Si corresponding to T¡ and Tk. We denote the trajectories on which Pc
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and Pd lie by C(z) and D(z), respectively. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we

consider the eight cases:

(5H.la) C < D, C(z) = Q£(z,0o), D(z

(5H.lb) C < D, C(z)=Csw{z,0o), D(z

(5H.lc) C < D, C(z)=CNE(z,0o), D(z

(5H.ld) C < D, C(z) = Csw(z,0o), D(z

(5H.le) C> D, C(z)= CNE(z,0o), D(z

(5H.lf) OF», C(z) = Csw(z,0Q), D(z

(5H.lg) C> D, C(z) = Cm(z,0f), D(z

(5H.lh) OF», C(z) = Csw(z,0o), D(z

= DNE(z,0o),

= DNE(z,0f),

= Dsw(z>6o)<

= Dsw(z,8f),

= DNE(z,80),

= DNE(z,80),

= Dsw(z,8o),

= Dsw(z,0o).

For the time being we assume that (5H.la) holds. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1,

we follow C(z) and D(z) backwards from F( and Pd and find that there exists a

verfiele line /, given by U = F, for some F, and numbers yc and yd such that:

(5H.2a)

(5H.2b)

and

(5H.2c)

Yc > Yj > 0,

C(z) crosses / at (F, yc),

DNW(z, 0Q) crosses /at (F, yd),

C(z) and DNW(z, 0O) do not cross /

at any other value between y( and yd.

For 0>0, let C(z, 0) = CNE(z, 0), D(z, 0) = DNE(z, 0) and D(z, 0) = DNW(z, 8).

For 0 sufficiently close to 0Q we define functions yc(0) and yd(0) to be the V

coordinate of the places where C(z,0) and D(z,0) cross /. Proposition 2.1 was

proved by showing that if 0X is chosen so that 0X < 0Q and no C -» D connections

exist for 0 g (0X, 00), then yc(0) and yd(0) can be chosen to be continuous functions

for 0 g (0X, 00). Unfortunately, this may not be true now. We claim, however, that if

no C -> £> connection exists for 0 G (0X, 00), then, for 0 G (0X, Of), yc(0) and yd(0)

can be chosen so that (5H.2a)-(5H.2c) hold with y( replaced by yc(0) and y^

replaced by yd(0).

Assume throughout that no C -» D connection exists for 0 g (0x, 0o). There is no

problem in showing that yd(0) is continuous in (0X, 0o). Before discussing what may

happen to yc(0) we introduce some more notation. Suppose, for the moment, that

yc(0) is continuous for 0 g (0x, 0o). For 0 g (0x, 0o) choose zx(0), z2(0), z3(0) and

z4(f?)sothat

C(zx(0),O)=(P,yc(0)),    C(z2(8),8) = Pc,

D(z3(O),0) = (P,yd(0))    and    D(z4(0),0) = Pd.
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Here Pc and Pd denote the points on the boundary of F where C(z, 0) and D(z,8)

first leave Si. Let 1(8) be the portion of / with yc(0) < V < yd(0). Let K(0) be the

union of the curves

C(z(0),8) forzx(8) < z < z2(0),

D(z(0),0) forz3(0) < z < oo,

D(z(0),0) for-oo < z < z4(0),and

1(0).

Then à:(0) divides^into two parts which we denote by Rx(0) and R2(0). Let 5,(t9)

and B2(0) be the portions of the boundary of Si which lie in the closure of Rx(0) and

R2(0), respectively. We assume that Rx(0) is the region which satisfies the property

that a trajectory which crosses 1(0) must thereafter remain in Rx(0) until it crosses

Bx(0). Note that the converse is also true. That is, if a trajectory leaves Si through

Bx(6), then it must have crossed 1(8).

Now assume that yc(0) is continuous for 8 g (8x, 0o), but discontinuous at 6 = 8X.

Then there exists a C -> E connection with speed 8X for some critical point E. Of

course, this connection involves CNE(z, Of), as opposed to Csw(z, Of). Let y^x) =

lim^fl Y((#). From Lemma 3E.1 it follows that this limit exists. Since yc(0) is

discontinuous at 0 = Ox, (P,yc(Ox)) lies on either ENE(z,Ox) or Esw(z, Of), as

opposed to ENW(z, Of) or ESE(z, Of). Assume that the unstable trajectory on which

(F, yc(Of)) lies is Esw(z, Of). The other case is similar. From the proof of Proposi-

tion 2.2, we conclude that there exists a 5 > 0 such that, for 0X < 0 < 0X + 8,

Esw(z, 0) crosses 1(0). Hence, Esw(z, 0) leaves Si through Bx(0). From the proof of

Proposition 2.3 we conclude that for 0 less than, but close to Ox, C(z, 0) lies as close

as we wish to ENE(z, 0). We claim that for 0 greater than, but close to Ox, ENE(z, 0)

crosses 1(0).

The first step in proving this is to show that E* > D*. Note that E* > C*. This is

because there exists a C -> E connection. Suppose that E* < D*. Choose 02 equal to

the supremum of all values of 0 for which 6 < 80, and there exists a critical point M

which satisfies

(a) C* < M* < D*, and

(b) either MNE(z, 8) or Msw(z, 8) leaves Si through Bx(8).

By assumptions, Ox < 02< 00. Since 02 # 0O, there must exist an M —> Q connection

with speed 02 for some other critical point Q. Now there exists a 8X > 0 such that,

for 82 < 8 < 82 + 8X, one of the unstable trajectories from M, say M(z, 6), leaves Si

through B2, while for 02 - 8X < 0 < 02, M(z, 0) leaves Si through Bx. Propositions

2.2 and 2.3 imply that, for 0 — 02, one of the unstable trajectories from Q leaves Si

through Bx, while the other leaves Si through B2. Hence {Q*} interlaces {C*, D*}

for the array with speed 02. From Proposition 5D.1 we conclude that C* < Q* < D*.

This, however, contradicts the way 02 and M were chosen.

Having shown that E* > D* and Esw(z, 0) leaves Si through Bx for 0 g (Ox, 0x +

8), we can apply Proposition 5D.1 to conclude that ENE(z, 0) leaves Si through Bx

for 0 G (0X, 0X + 8). Therefore, ENE(z, 0) crosses 1(0) for 0 (= (0X, 0X + 8). By

choosing 8 sufficiently small we may assume that C(z,0) is as close as we please to
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ENE(z, 0X) for 0X - 8 < 0 < Of. Therefore, C(z, 0) must cross 1(0f) for 0X - 8 < 0

< 8X. That is, yc(8) can be chosen so that yc(0) > yd(0) for 0X - 8 < 0 < 0X. This

completes the proof that if no C -» D connection exists for 0 g (0x, Of), then yc(8)

and yd(0) can be chosen so that (5H.2) is satisfied with yc and yd replaced by yc(0)

and yd(8), respectively.

What we have shown is that, in some sense, as long as no C -* D connection

exists, CNE(z, 8) lies above DNiV(z, 8). However, using the fact that C* < D*, we

find that CNE(z, 0) lies below DNE(z, 0). This shooting argument completes the proof

of the theorem for the case when (5G.la) and (5H.la) hold.

Still assuming that (5G.la) holds, we only say a few words about the proofs for

the other cases shown in (5H.1). The proof for cases (5H.lb), (5H.lg) and (5H.lh)

are quite similar to the one just given. Just as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, one

shows that cases (5H.lc)-(5H.lf) are impossible.

We must still consider the other cases shown in (5G.la)-(5G.lf). However, the

proofs for these cases are really no different than the one just given. The reason is

that the main assumption used about the array sein the preceding proof is that if we

start at T and move in the clockwise direction around the array until we reach Tk,

then every integer we pass is not in <ë(A, B). This is true for every case shown in

(5G.la)-(5G.lf).

6. Conclusions. We now demonstrate how the directed graphs are used to

determine how many connections exist between two fixed critical points. Given A

and B, with F(A) < F(B), the results discuss whether there must exist zero, exactly

one, a finite number, or an infinite number of A -» B connections. One trivial result,

which was proved earlier, is that if there exists a critical point C which lies between

A and B, and F(C) > F(B), then there cannot exist any A —> B connections. So we

assume throughout this section that such a critical point C does not exist. For

convenience we assume that A < B.

We first assume that there does exist a critical point D such that D < A and

F(D) > F(B). This was referred to as case one earlier. Recall that in this case

Y(A, B) = G„, where n = \K(A, B)\. We prove that if n = 2 or n = 3, then there

must exist an infinite number of A -» B connections.

If n = 2, then Y (A, B) = G2 which is shown in Figure 12. According to Theorem

5C.1 there exists an LDG homomorphism from GF onto G2. Note that 0(^4*) = 1

and 0(F*) = 2. To prove that there exists an infinite number of A —> B connections,

it suffices to prove that 0(FF), the image of the path corresponding to F, contains

an infinite number of 1 -» 2 connections. This is clear, however, because G2 consists

of only one node and one edge which begins and ends at that node. Because 0(F£)

is admissible, it is forced to keep going around the loop an infinite number of times.

Now suppose that n = 3. Suppose that K(A, B) = [A,C, B}. Then there exists a

graph homomorphism O from GF onto G3 such that 0(/l*) = 1, 0(C*) = 2 and

0(5*) = 3. It follows that there exists an infinite number of A -» B connections, if

we can show that the path 0(F£) contains an infinite number of 1 -* 3 connections.

Since \K(C, B)\ = 2, 0(F£) must contain an infinite number of 2 -» 3 connections.
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Considering Figure 12 this implies that 0(F£) must be at the node 321123 or the

node 322113 an infinite number of times. If 0(F£) is at the node 321123, then,

because 0(F£) is admissible and a 2 —> 3 edge branches from 321123, 0(F£) must

be at 322113 an infinite number of times. Since a 1 -* 3 connection branches from

322113, we conclude that 0(F£) contains an infinite number of 1 -> 3 connections,

the desired result.

It is natural to ask how many A -» B connections exist when Y(A, B) = Gn for

n > 3. We do not know the answer to this question for the following reason.

Suppose that n = 4. In (6.1) we give an example of a subpath in G4 which does not

contain any 1 —> 4 connections:

(6.1)

2 — 4
3->4

42331124

43221134

l-»3
l-»3

43112234

42113324

2 — 3
2-3

43221134

1-3
1-3

43112234 43311224
2-4

42331124

Note that the first and last arrays shown are the same. If we keep repeating the

subpath shown, then the resulting path contains an infinite number of 3 -» 4, 2 -» 4,

2 —> 3, 1 —> 3 and 1 -> 2 connections. By writing out the entire graph G4, we find

that (6.1) gives an admissible path in G4. This seems to imply that there may not

exist any A —> B connections if Y(A, B) = G4. However, we do not know if there

actually is a function F such that the path corresponding to F is the one shown in

(6.1). Note that it is also possible, in fact easier, to construct admissible paths in G4

for which there exists an infinite number of 1 -» 4 connections.

We now assume that if C < A, then F(C) < F(B). We first show that if there

does not exist C such that A < C < B and F(C) > F(A), then there must exist at

least one A -» B connection. Suppose that 17 is the generator of GF, and

0(r,)
TJ2

BfB2 B„

The assumption that there does not exist a C such that A < C < B and F(C) > F(A)

implies that there exists an integer k such that 0(yl*) = Tk and 0(5*) = Tk + l. Since

0(F£) is admissible it must contain a Tk -* Tk + l connection. Hence, F£ must

contain an A -* B connection. If F(D) < F(A) for all D < A, then the A -* B

connection is unique. This is because Y(A, B) is the graph:

12
12

ji - 2

2

112
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If there does exist C such that A < C < B and F(C)> F(A), then there may or

may not exist an A -» B connection. For example, suppose F is as shown in Figure

13(A). The graph corresponding to Fis shown in Figure 13(B). From the result just

proved we conclude that there must exist unique 1 -> 2 and 2 -» 3 connections. The

graph corresponding to F demonstrates that there exists al-»3 connection if and

only if the speed of the 1 -» 2 connection is less than the speed of the 2 -» 3

connection.

If there does not exist a critical point £> such that D < A and F(D)> F(A), then,

as we now prove, there can exist at most one A -> B connection. The assumption

that F(U) < F(B) for all U < B, and (1.6) implies that Bsw(z, 8) never crosses the

(/-axis. It always leaves Si through its bottom side. Similarly, Asw(z,0) always

leaves 31 through its bottom side, never crossing the (/-axis. Suppose that the array

for some value of 0 is given by se(0). We also assume that an A -» B connection

exists with speed 00. For Of a bit smaller than Oo,sé(0) has the form

Here Ax corresponds to Asw(z,0f), A2 corresponds to ANE(z, Of) and Bx corre-

sponds to Bsw(z, Of). If we let ß be the map defined in the previous section and let

B2 correspond to BNE(z, Of), then ß * sé(8f) has the form

ß*se(0f)= ■■■ B2 ■■■ BfA2 ■■■ Af

Note that, for all 0, Ax always lies to the right of B2, Bf andA2 in ß * sé(8).

We wish to show that there cannot exist another A -* B connection. This is only

possible if Af is on the immediate left of a F in ß*se(8) for some 8 < 8X. The only

way Af can get to the left of one of the 73's is if there exists a D such that, for some

8 < 00,ß* sé(0) has the form

(a) ■ • • D*B2 ■■■ Bf ■■■ A2D* • • • Ax • • •,or

(b) ■•• B2 ■■■ D*Bf ■■■ A2D* ■■■ Af

In either case, {£>*} interlaces {A*}. The proof of Proposition 5D.1 shows that this

is impossible.

Now suppose that F(C) < F(B) for all C < B, but there does exist a critical point

D < A such that F(D)> F(A). Then there may exist a finite number of A -» B

connections. This is illustrated in Figure 6 where one sees that there may exist a

finite number of 1 -» 3 connections. To prove that there cannot exist an infinite

number of A -» B connections we note that there must exist ai)->5 connection for

(B) i2-3v   ' 123

1-2/     s^a-3

23 13
1123 1223

2^3 | |   1-3

_L      -_5_
U 11223       |-»2     l2213

Figure 13
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some positive speed, say 0 = 0o. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that there can exist

at most a finite number of A -» B connections with speed greater than 0o. A proof

very similar to the one given in the preceding paragraph implies that there cannot

exist any A -* B connections with speed less than 0Q. Hence, there can exist at most

a finite number of A -* B connections.
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